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What happens AFTER the one night that changes everything? The night that turns your world

upside down? The night that changes your secret crush intoÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ your boyfriend?Todd Hamilton

is one of the most popular juniors in school, he's a star athlete, lead singer of a band, and now he is

Ashley TaylorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s boyfriend. She has known him her entire life, since he is best friends with

her older brother, but she never really knew him. He is Gorgeous. Incredible. Perfect.But what

happens when you get everything you thought you wanted?Can their relationship handle long

distance this summer while Todd is away at football camp and Ashley is lifeguarding at the pool

where an intriguing new boy is ready to take Todd's place? Enter Casey - he's rich, charming, and

always gets what he wants. Ashley quickly learns there is an intense history of hatred between

Todd and Casey and she is determined to find out why. A secret brought Ashley and Todd together.

Will a new secret tear them apart?This book picks up where Accidental Crush left off. It can be read

as Book 2 in the series or as a stand-alone novel.
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I've been waiting for this book to come out for what seems like forever. Ashley & Todd are so cute

together. This book doesn't disappoint exactly, but there were a few times that I just wanted to

smack some sense into both of them, Ashley more so than Todd though. In the end love conquers

all, so it's all good.All the usual suspects are back, yes, even RTS. I know you are probably

groaning right now, but without giving anything away, I can absolutely guarantee that in the end you

will be happy, and in some cases, like me, jumping for joy about that. Just trust me on this. I almost

gave it a 5 star for that alone.I would really love to see more of Ashley & Todd through the

remainder of high school & college, but only if I get my happily ever after. They are young, but it can

happen.

I quickly fell in love with this series. The first book aAccidental Crush grabbed my attention from the

very beginning and I couldn't wait to read this book. Love the characters, flaws an all! I finished

them both very quickly and am practically salivating waiting for the third book!

I truly loved this story. I love the storyline and all the characters. I can't stop reading it until I finished

the story. It is a great love story. Highly recommended.

This book and the first in this series is very age appropriate and written to hold the reader's interest

making it hard to put down. The perfect read for ``tweens`` and teenagers.

Such an easy fun read! The author does a great job creating the characters. I loved it! I hope she

writes another one! ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å 

Great easy quick read!

HOLY page turner!! I'm a fan of book 1 so I was excited to read Accidental Love but was expecting

much of the same perfect love story between Todd and Ashley. While I got a lot of that in the

beginning of this new book, it takes a serious turn for page turning drama once Todd leaves for

football camp. The love triangle constructed between Todd, Ashley, and the new guy is juicy and at

times I didn't know which guy I was rooting for. If you're looking for a love story page turner this is

your read! I loved it.Since this is a second book in the serious, I would say it's helpful to read

Accidental Crush, just for back story on Todd and Ashley and to get familiar with characters that get

re-introduced in Accidental Love, BUT I think you can still fully understand what's happening without



reading the first book. I thought the author did a good job reminding the reader who characters are

from book 1 without going into too much back story overlap.

First of all, I love the cover! It is so cute and sweet! Just like this book, until close to the end...Ashley

and Todd are an adorable couple. I love seeing their relationship grow. It's nostalgic.This book is

very sweet and romantic. Todd is the caring boyfriend and Ashley is the quintessential high school

girlfriend. She's insecure and jumps to conclusions, but Todd is always one step ahead of her,

reassuring.This book is more focused on Ashley's life than the first book, which seemed to be more

focused on her brother, Ryan, and his friends and girlfriend seen through Ashley's eyes.Towards

the end of the book, relationship drama occurs. There are misunderstandings, vindictive

past-whatever, and new challenges presented. Ashley and Todd are tested in a heartbreaking way.
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